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section a

INTRODUCTION
TO OPENTYPE®
what is
opentype?

OpenType® is a cross-platform font file format developed jointly by
Adobe and Microsoft. The two main benefits of the OpenType format are
its cross-platform compatibility (the same font file works on Macintosh
and Windows computers), and its ability to support widely expanded
character sets and layout features, which provide rich linguistic support
and advanced typographic control.
OpenType fonts can be installed and used alongside PostScript® Type 1
and TrueType fonts.
The range of supported layout features may differ in the various
FontFont OpenType packages, therefore each OpenType package will be
accompanied by this ff Info Guide listing the layout features supported
by this specific font package.
You’ll find a glossary of all available OpenType layout features in
Section B of the general ff OpenType User Guide.

Please see the FontFont OpenType® User Guide
at http://www.fontfont.com/opentype

©fsi, 2005 All rights reserved.
All information in this document is provided “AS IS” without
warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, and is subject
to change without notice.
All trademarks mentioned in this document are the trademarks
or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
You may reproduce and distribute this document as long as you
do not remove fsi’s copyright information and do not make any
changes in the document.
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section b

FONT & DESIGNER
INFORMATION

Handgloves
about ff trixie ot light

Perhaps the most used typewriter in the world. In the beginning Trixie
was seen as silly: why make a font that makes ones expensive desktop
publishing supercomputer look like an old typewriter? History has the
answer: because it looks cool and it’s fun to use. Especially the capital
“X” of Trixie Plain is famous, because it is the X files logo. Perhaps Trixie
was designed by strange beings from outer space after all. Trixie is a
highly detailed type 1 PostScript typeface that captures the roughness
and irregularities of an old typewriter. Trixie has become an accurate
document of one particular typewriter. All the characters have kept their
faults. The characters vary in height, rotation and distance to the baseline
as much as the type produced by the original machine.
The Trixie OpenType series offers a number of improvements over the
original design from 1991. Bigger character sets, and more choice in
roughness and texture. For use in larger sizes, the Trixie Rough weights
show a lot more detail. This makes sure the letters continue to look rough
and interesting, rather than turn into sharp straight lines. The detail was
carefully added so the overall image of the Rough weights is the same as
the original Trixie. You could switch to the Rough without changing the
visual appearance. Of course, the original outlines are also available: also
in OpenType format, with the same options for extended charactersets
and support for CE, Cyrillic and Greek as the other weights.
The HD series sets a new standard for detail and takes full advantage of
OpenType technology. For use in typography where resolution matters,
Trixie HD brings seven alternates for each character, each with its own
weight and rough detailing. OpenType features switch the alternates
around to simulate typewriter type in a way never seen before in digital
typography. The type varies in weight and dances on the baseline, the
effect of the ink and ribbon is visible. The characters show hyper-realistic
on the big screen, but also in print. The detail comes at a price, the
largest HD weight, Trixie HD Pro Heavy has over 6.7 million points. All
Trixie OpenType weights combined weigh over 1 million contours and
14.5 million points.
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about
erik van blokland
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Erik van Blokland (1967) studied Graphic and Typographic Design at the
Royal Academy for Fine and Applied Arts in The Hague, Holland. Erik
started to collaborate with Just van Rossum under the name LetTeRror in
Berlin, while working at MetaDesign. After experimenting with computer
programming in connection to type design, they came up with Beowolf,
the first typeface with a mind of its own. It was released by FontShop in
July, 1990. The radical approach of Beowolf caused a lot of publicity for
LeTterRor, and of course fame and fortune. Well, fame anyway. After stints
at several places in the world, including David Berlow’s FontBureau, van
Blokland settled in The Hague as an independent designer, working
together separately with van Rossum. Their work now includes type
design, illustration, magazines, corporate design, interactive design,
animation, music, and websites. And lectures.
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section c

SUPPORTED
LAYOUT FEATURES
fontfont opentype®
examples
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historical forms

hist e hiſt

titling

Head e H e a d

lining figures

167 e 

fractions

1/2 e ½

ordinals

1a2o e 1ª2º

superscript

m3 e m³

slashed zero

0 e øØ

access all alternates

1 e ¹
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stylistic alternates

LENIN e LЄИIИ

stylistic set 1

LENIN e LЄИIИ

stylistic set 2

Secret e Ăζгťbš

stylistic set 3

Jam e 

stylistic set 4

Stop. e STOP•

stylistic set 8

Athens e Λthεηs

localized forms

ŞşŢţ e ȘșȚț
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section d

LANGUAGE
SUPPORT
supported
code pages
opentype standard

.

additional
supported
code pages
opentype pro

,

macos
macos icelandic
macos roman

ibm

ibm-37 united states - ebcdic (ibm-28709)
ibm-273 germany - ebcdic
ibm-277 denmark, norway - ebcdic
ibm-278 finland, sweden - ebcdic
ibm-280 italy - ebcdic
ibm-282
ibm-284 spain, latin america - ebcdic

windows

ms windows 1252 latin 1

iso

iso 8859- 1 w eu latin 1
iso 8859-15 west europe latin 9

macos

windows

macos
macos
macos
macos
macos
macos
macos

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms

ibm

central europe
croatian
cyrillic
greek
romanian
turkish
ukrainian

ibm-875 greece - ebcdic
ibm-921 baltic
ibm-1025 cyrillic - ebcdic
ibm-1112 baltic - ebcdic
ibm-1123
ibm-1124
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ibm-285 united kingdom - ebcdic
ibm-297 france - ebcdic
ibm-500 international - ebcdic
ibm-871 iceland - ebcdic
ibm-1047 open systems - ebcdic

ff Trixie OT Light

windows
windows
windows
windows
windows

iso
iso
iso
iso
iso
iso
iso
iso
iso

1250 eastern european
1251 cyrillic
1253 greek
1254 turkish
1257 baltic

8859- 2 c eu latin 2
8859- 3 tu, malt, gal, esp latin 3
8859- 4 baltic latin 6
8859- 5 cyrillic
8859- 9 w eu+turkish latin 5
8859-10 scandinavian latin 6
8859-13 baltic latin 7
8859-16 southeast europe latin 10

supported
languages
opentype standard

.

additional
supported
languages
opentype pro

,
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Afrikaans
Albanian
Asturian
Baraba Tatar
Bislama
Bokmål Norwegian
Breton
Catalan
Chamorro
Crimean (latin)
Danish
Dutch
East Frisian
English
Estonian
Faeroese
Finnish
Franco-Provencal
French
Friulian
Galician
German
Icelandic
Irish
Italian

Karaim (latin)
Kazan Tatar (latin)
Kurdish (latin)
Ladin
Low German
Luxembourgian
Manx Gaelic
North Frisian
Nynorsk Norwegian
Occitan
Portuguese
Rhaeto-Romance
Romani (latin)
Romansch
Scottish Gaelic
Serbian (latin)
Southern Sami
Spanish
Swedish
Tsakhur (latin)
Tsez (latin)
Ume Sami
Walloon
West Frisian

Aragonese
Arumanian
Azerbaijani (latin)
Balk
Basque
Bosnian
Bulgarian
Byelorussian (Belarusian latin)
Chechen (latin)
Chichewa
Croatian
Czech
Erzya
Esperanto
Greek Monotonic
Greek Polytonic
Greenlandic
Hungarian
Inari Sami
Istro-Romanian
Karachay-Balkar

Karaim (cyrillic)
Kashubian
Kazan Tatar (cyrillic)
Kumyk
Kurdish (cyrillic)
Ladino
Lak
Latin
Latvian (Lettish)
Lithuanian
Lule Sami
Macedonian
Maltese
Moksha
Moldavian
Nogay
Northern Sami
Polish
Romanian
Russian
Sardinian
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Slovak
Slovenian
Sorbian Lower
Sorbian Upper
Tsakonian Monotonic
Turkish
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Ubykh
Våmhusmål
Vepsian
Welsh

supported
unicode ranges

Title

Number
of Characters
ot
pro

Examples

Basic Latin

97

97

ABC…xyz

Latin-1 Supplement

96

96

ÀËÎ…õûÿ

Latin Extended-A

13

128

ŒœŠ…šŸž

Latin Extended-B

1

15

ƏƒƵȚțȷ

1

ə

IPA Extensions
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Spacing Modifier Letters

9

9

ˆˇˉ…˛˜˝

Greek and Coptic

5

73

ΑΒΓχψω

Cyrillic

94

БДЖщъю

Latin Extended Additional

10

ẀẁẂẋỲỳ

General Punctuation

19

17

‘‚“…”†‡

Currency Symbols

1

1

€

Letterlike Symbols

2

3

№™Ω

Mathematical Operators

12

12

∂∆∏…≠≤≥

Geometric Shapes

1

1

◊

Alphabetic Presentation Forms 5

5

ﬀﬁﬂﬃﬄ
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section e

TYPE SPECIMENS
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Shag pile i13
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLl
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
FF Trixie OT Light 14/16 pt

Sempre domenica prenderà vita una giornata Gut
getarnt im Neptungras steht ein Kuckuckslipp.
Serán, a juicio de los cientí.cos, tres épocas Onks
FF Trixie OT Light 12/14 pt

Sempre domenica prenderà vita una giornata Gut getarnt im
Neptungras steht ein Kuckuckslipp. Serán, a juicio de los
cientí.cos, tres épocas Onks tää vika kysymys. Hän on
FF Trixie OT Light 10/12 pt

Sempre domenica prenderà vita una
giornata Gut getarnt im Neptungras
steht ein Kuckuckslipp. Serán, a
juicio de los cientí.cos, tres

épocas Onks tää vika kysymys. Hän
on työskennellyt Il y aurait bien
de choses à dire là-dessus.
Several tenors sing in culturally
FF Trixie OT Light 8/10 pt

Sempre domenica prenderà
vita una giornata Gut
getarnt im Neptungras steht
ein Kuckuckslipp. Serán, a

e | 10
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juicio de los cientí.cos,
tres épocas Onks tää vika
kysymys. Hän on
työskennellyt Il y aurait

bien de choses à dire làdessus. Several tenors sing
in culturally void display.
Eigentlich wollen die Leute

